Integrated2011 is more determined than ever to establish connections between graphic design and other artistic fields and disciplines. Integrated2011 is ambitious, innovative, eager to make use of a rich mix of images, ideas and words with a view to uncovering the complexity of design and all processes of any kind which may occur in any creative discipline – such is the scope of Integrated.

A glimpse out of the manifesto: “Let’s get rid of all dictates!” “Can it be true that it is our Western semi-religious craving for the sublime originality of individual ‘art’ and ‘design’ that has been leading us toward elitism?”

Read the manifesto: www.integrated2011.org

Integrated2011 is more than just a conference. Several activities related to the conference will be organized inside or outside the deSingel campus.

Type An Sich
We are proud to announce an exhibition on the work of one of world’s most influential type designers: Matthew Carter. From 13/10 to 30/12/2011 at the Catapult Gallery, Rubenslei 10, B-2018 Antwerp.

www.typeansich.be

In The Grater
Official Integrated2011 afterparty on Friday 14 October from 22:00h. With squads of weird graphic designers vj-ing whole night!

Venue: Petrolclub, Antwerp.
Free entrance for Integrated2011 participants.

www.petrolclub.be

Main lectures in the blue hall: lectures will take 45 minutes
Geoffrey Brusatto (BE)
Matthew Carter (UK)
Manuela Dechamps Otamendi (BE)
Experimental Media Research Group (BE)
Hermann Wolfram Kloeckner – ART+COM (DE)
Lernert & Sander (NL)
Julia Hasting (CH)
Els Vermang – LAb [au] (BE)
Dan Perjovschi (RO)
Martin & Thomas Poschauko (DE)
Paul Sahre (US)
Julia Kahl & Lars Harmsen – Slanted (DE)
Jer Thorp (CA)
Donald Beekman & Liza Enebeis – Typeradio (NL)
Petr & Erik van Blokland (NL)
Richard van der Laken – Designpolitie (NL)
Jacob van Rijs – MVRDV (NL)
Boy Vereecken (BE)
Serge Verstockt – Champ d’Action (BE)
Henning Wagenbreth (DE)
Pepijn Zurburg – Designpolitie (NL)

YOOP presentations in the blue hall & elsewhere: lectures will take 15 minutes
Laura Broux & Nico Couck (BE)
Jo De Smedt (BE)
Pieterjan Grandry – Crap is Good (BE)
Pazuzu (BE)
Angelo Wellens & Karel Van de Peer (BE)
Thomas Verstraeten (BE)

www.integrated2011.org